
 

Welcome to the Polar Circumnavigation Speed Record Tour, flying the most 

popular polar airline flight record and the latest standing polar flight record.  

There were many polar circumnavigation flights in aviation history setting several 

records. The most noted was Pan Am 50 flying the Boeing 747SP and held the 

speed record for over 30 years. 

    

  



That record unofficially fell to a Global Express, however in 2019 the record was 

official taken by an international consortium, On More Orbit, flying a Gulfstream 

G650ER.  If you have the energy drinks, they did this in 46h, 40min, 22sec 

  

You can learn more about both circumnavigations at the links below: 

https://airwaysmag.com/today-in-aviation/pan-am-flight-50-circumnavigates-the-globe-pole-to-pole/ 

https://www.onemoreorbit.com/ 

They include information and links to videos. 

We will fly the Pan Am legs first and then connect to KTTS to stars the second.  The 

route on Sky Vector is below: 

https://skyvector.com/?ll=60.96457670511065,-

49.1484374982585&chart=304&zoom=18&fpl=%20KSFO%20EGLL%20FACT%20NZAA%20KSFO%20KTTS%20U

ACC%20FIMP%20SCCI%20KTTS 

Aircraft 

Feel free to use any passenger or corporate aircraft that can make the distance. 

****NO MILITARY OR SUPERSONIC & NO INFLIGHT REFUELING ALLOWED**** 

Discord 

Our discord server is taking off and you might check the Pilot Lounge or Flight Deck 

to meet up with others flying the tour. https://discord.io/flyvirtual 
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Sign Up & Flying 

Make sure to sign in and click on the tour button. Find the tour, click details and 

then sign up to register (Your name should appear in the participants list). Please 

ensure that you fly the correct flight numbers in sequence. 

After you sign up you can use the new button on the right “Book All Legs” and all 

will be added to your SmartCars flight list. You can also use the links below to add 

flights one by one by clicking "Add to Bid" on the right side of the screen. The 

flights will show up in SmartCars in your Flights page automatically – Click the 

refresh button on the SmartCars Flights if already open. 

This tour will be open until at least 31 Dec 2022.  

Special thanks to KLM2380, Rich G for the tour concept, and to DAL107, Chad G 

for helping proof the legs. 


